Borges, Buddhism, and Dreams

Tuesdays, 10:00 am–12:00 noon, April 5–May 10, 2011

Spring 2011 Term
April 4–May 16

UC Berkeley’s Osher Lifelong Learning
Institute (OLLI @Berkeley) presents more than
75 courses, lectures, and symposia each year.
Distinguished Berkeley faculty members and
other expert instructors explore traditional
subjects and cutting-edge fields of study
without exams or grades. OLLI @Berkeley
provides opportunities for older adults to
share life experiences and participate in a rich
exchange of ideas, whether in our classrooms
at UC Berkeley or in Riviera Nayarit, Mexico,
through our partnership with the Tahéima
Wellness Resort and Spa. To learn more
about our programs, including the Tahéima
international travel program, educational
research on cognitive fitness, peer-led interest
circles, and online lectures and courses with
speakers such as former Secretary of Labor
Robert Reich and global energy expert
Dan Kammen, visit olli.berkeley.edu.

O

ne of the great writers of the 20th century,
Jorge Luis Borges was fascinated with
Buddhism and with dreams. Amelia Barili,
a longtime friend of his, will guide us in
exploring the relation between these two
themes and their presence in Borges’s lectures
and writings. Since both Borges and Buddhism
believe our minds create the realities we
inhabit, we will begin each class with brief
contemplative practices to open to greater
intuitive knowledge. Whether you are a Borges
aficionado or you are reading him for the first
time, you will enjoy this course.
Amelia Barili is the former book review editor of the
Argentine newspaper La Prensa. Her book, Jorge Luis
Borges y Alfonso Reyes: La cuestión de la identidad del
escritor latinoamericano, and many articles in literary
journals open up new understandings of his work. She
teaches “Borges, Buddhism, and Cognitive Science” at
UC Berkeley.
OLLI @Berkeley courses meet in University Hall (2199 Addison
Street) and other Downtown Berkeley locations.
See website for details.

Register at olli.berkeley.edu or call 510.642.9934 for more information.

